
Ancient Empires Travel Brochure 
You will be creating a travel brochure for the ancient empires we have studied this unit.  You will 

design a brochure extolling the wonders of three of these civilizations and what made them great!  

The civilizations you need to include are the 

a. Han (China) 

b. Greece 

c. Roman  
 

Directions: Research elements of the three civilizations that we have studied.  Present the 

information in the form of a travel brochure complete with pictures, information and your own 

creativity. 
 

Introduction: Describe why we study ancient civilizations and why it would be a good idea to visit 

these historic places.  One section of your brochure must include this information. 
 

Research Specifics: (Three Civilizations required!) 

1. Picture from each civilization 
 

2. Brief description/history written in your own words that MAY contain: 

 daily life 

 class/gender issues 
 

and MUST contain: 

 religious traditions 

 lasting achievements/inventions 
 

3. Role Geography played in their development with 

specific references to: 

 climate 

 bodies of water 

 other important physical features 
 

4. Important ancient places to visit (do not include places that did not exists in the ancient 

world) 
 

Physical Attribute Specifics: brochure appearance 

1. Title Page needs to look nice and include: 

 a creative title 

 your name and hour 

 a visual (picture) 

 

2. Back Page needs to have a visual representation (picture) that 

sums up the entire project or theme of the project and information 

encouraging people to travel to the ancient world. 
 

Important Notes: 

1. Brochures should be in full color – printed or colored by hand 

 

2. All written work must be in your own words. All plagiarism will be subject to consequences 

that include parent notification and loss of credit on the assignment. 



 

3. All pictures are to be neat, appropriate, and be cited on the back of 

the brochure. They may be downloaded, cut out of a magazine, 

scanned, or NEATLY drawn.  Also, DO NOT include copyrighted images. 
 

Brochure Layout: 

Digital Option: Computer software may be used to create the brochure but is 

not necessary. I suggest Publisher or a template in Word to make your 

brochure. You must have a tri-fold style.  This means that you should use 

one 8 1/2 x 11 piece of paper (front and back), and it should be folded in 

thirds. 
 

Analog Option: Without software -  

Fold a piece of paper into equal thirds so each side contains three panels.  Be sure to write 

clearly and NOT in pencil.   
 

Directions: 

1. One side will have the three panels for the three civilizations. How you structure the panel 

itself is up to your own creativity. 
 

Cover 

 

 

Creative Title 

 

Your Name 

Your hour 

 

A picture 

Back/Image 

 

 

A picture 

 

Include MLA citation for all 

information and images 

that are NOT original 

Why Tour Ancient 

Civilizations? 

 

 

Include highlights, 

information on why we 

study the ancients and 

common characteristics 

among ancient empires. 

 

 

 

Civilization #1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Civilization #2 Civilization #3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The other side will have three panels for the Title Page, the Back Page, and the “Why Visit 

the Ancient World?” Page. 

 

***When the paper is folded it should be a brochure with everything in the correct place: title 

page, three civilizations on the inside, “Why Tour the Ancients?” folded over inside the title 

page, and the back page as the last panel if the brochure is turned over. 


